Hot Foot America Warranty Overview

No Hot Foot product is guaranteed against damage caused by deliberate abuse, vandalism, storms, ice and snow and other “acts of God.” Products are not warranted if corrosive materials are applied to the products or if their factory supplied finish is altered or coated by such activities as painting as these can be corrosive to the material from which our repellents are made.

Springwire

Hot Foot® America L.P. guarantee all components of its Springwire™ / Gullwire system for a period of 10 years against faulty parts and workmanship subject to the following terms:

1. This limited guarantee covers only the materials, not installation labor or rental high lift equipment.

2. Any damage to springwire™ caused by environments corrosive to the plastics and metals contained within the products is not covered by this warranty.

3. Damage to the springwire cable caused by abrasion (crossed wires) is not covered under warranty.

4. Damage caused by animals other than birds is not covered by the warranty.

5. All warranty claims must be made within 10 years of the application and be accompanied by the original invoice showing proof of purchase from an authorized Hot Foot® Distributor. All claims should be made in writing to:

HOT FOOT AMERICA
PO BOX 1339 SAUSALITO
CA 94966
Phone 415 789 5135 fax 415 789 0564